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CONCERT PERFORMANCE OFFER (OUTSIDE OF HUNGARY)
ABOUT THE BAND
The Bohém Ragtime Jazz Band (since 1985) is one of the leading traditional jazz ensembles of the
world. Besides winning first prize at the Hungarian Dixieland Competition they were given the
eMeRTon Prize as ‘jazz band of the year’ in 2003. The band has appeared at the greatest jazz festivals
in Europe and North America including Montreux, Pori, Sacramento, Breda, Ascona, Oslo, Dresden,
Berlin and many others. Their performances have broadened their circle of fans from the UK to Italy,
from Romania to Canada. The band plays many different styles as its wide repertoire includes ragtime,
spirituals (sung a cappella), Dixieland, New Orleans jazz, early swing, covering the first five decades
of jazz history. Members of the band play 2-3 instruments. The Bohéms make their concerts even
more enjoyable with singing (in 3 different languages if required – not at the same time though) and
occasional dancing as well. Their performances have been broadcast by major televisions in Germany,
Switzerland, Hungary, Romania and by national radio stations in numerous countries. The band has
recorded 23 albums over the years and those are also regularly broadcast by many radios.
CONCERT FEES
Our Bohém Ragtime Jazz Band is a highly acclaimed concert band. We must be watched and listened
to. Of course, the band is perfect for providing background music for any event but their main purpose
of playing music is to entertain people who listen and enjoy the show. Therefore the band has a
different price list for corporate events, find the concert prices below:
1 day (1 individual concert or appearance at a festival): 4.600 EUR
2 days (2 individual concerts or appearance(s) at a festival): 6.000 EUR
3 days (3 individual concerts or appearance(s) at a festival): 7.200 EUR
Any additional concerts/days are 1.900 EUR (when on tour; this fee applies to weekdays, too)
Prices include transportation between Hungary and your place. We do maximum 4 hours playing time
a day and need dinner and hotel for 8 men (preferably single rooms) with breakfast. If very necessary,
we bring our E-piano (but we absolutely prefer acoustic pianos if you have one) and we can bring our
own PA system but prefer to use the one that the house/concert hall provides.
Extra cost of the use of our E-Piano: 50 EUR
Extra cost of our sound system (small concert halls only, holding max. 250-300 people): 200 EUR
100% GUARANTEE FOR THE MUSIC
world première offer – no other band has the courage to take such responsibility
We are certain that what we do is high quality and audience likes it (well, except if one dislikes
traditional jazz). And we know that we have to take responsibility for whatever we do. Therefore we
give 100% guarantee to our customers. It means that if you don’t like our music, you just simply tell
us that you were not satisfied with the result and we pay you back – the whole fee, 100%. No
questions will be asked. Note, that for making this guarantee available we have to be paid in advance
(right before the event, the latest).

